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Crossword
Weekend Crossword: Set the Record Straight
The Revolver Club does vinyl subscriptions, Happily Unmarried makes lotions
and we trawl Matunga for mundus and medu vadas.
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3. Ustraa, a new grooming line for men does this wet earth flavoured aftershave
(8)
5. The type of albums from established artists that The Revolver Club intends
to focus on (6,5)
7. Mahalakshmi Silk House in Matunga claims to be the oldest shop in the city
for these type of handwoven sarees (11)
9. We were impressed with this soup at Serendipity, a new café at Pali Hill (5,6)
13. One of the savoury options that will be available at La Folie Lab in Bandra (8)
14. The menu at Serendipity seems to be written by an impatient ____ (4)
15. The scientists at the upcoming La Folie Lab at Bandra (5)
16. Stand-up comedian who will be performing at the Tap in Andheri on
Sunday (5,6)

Down
1. Annapoorneshwari Stores is one of the few stores in Matunga where you
will find pickles from the ____ region (8)
2. Most of the furniture shops in Goa’s Mapusa Market are either owned by
Aqeel Khan or his ___ (6)
3 & 10 Down. Harper Lee’s much-awaited sequel to To Kill A Mockingbird
(2,3,1,8)
4. The type of peg tables you’ll find in one of the furniture shops in Goa’s
Mapusa Market (3,4)
6. Ustraa does not use these chemical preservatives in its products (8)
8. The crack pie and bagel bombs at the upcoming Ellipsis bakery in Worli
are inspired by this New York chain (4,3)
10. See 3 Down
11. Jude de Souza, founder of The Revolver Club, a new vinyl subscription
service is also the official Indian distributor of this hot sauce (8)
12. Ellipsis Bakery at Worli will have options for people who are allergic to ___ (6)
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